COVID-19 TRAVEL RISK ASSESSMENT TOOL

IAW OSD Guidance, please use the following sources to assess risk for leave approval

*Use Hyperlinks below for updates

OSD Guidance

- Delegated to Unit CC (no lower)
- Unit CC to use Risk Assessment of health status & itinerary
- Communication during LV and post-travel
- Will comply with all DoD, Federal, State, and local restrictions

CDC Cases/Deaths State-by-State

Commanders can click on the “Cases in the Last 7 Days” tab for a visual depiction of what states are surging in cases

CDC COVID-19 U.S. Trends

Commanders can click on the following three tabs to dig into the data on any state: New Cases by Day, Total Cases, Total Rate

State Guidance

Commanders can check the NJ quarantine travel advisory for each state. * Applicable during personal leave

Further Restrictions/policy dependent on service